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Join Sefaria and Rabbi Ami Silver to explore Kabbalistic and Chasidic insights into Passover in a free four-lesson email course.

This course is perfect for learners of all experience levels and backgrounds. Sign up for free to receive each lesson in your inbox as you prepare for the upcoming holiday of Passover.

**LESSON 1**
Speech as Liberation:
Vocing the cry of oppression

**LESSON 2**
The Heart of Passover:
Connecting chametz, matzah, and Divine awareness

**LESSON 3**
Liberating Joy:
Finding invitations to experience joy in the Passover seder

**LESSON 4**
Essential Freedom:
Living with meaning and purpose

**RABBI AMI SILVER**
A teacher and scholar of Chasidut and Kabbalah, Ami teaches Torah and spiritual practice in Jerusalem and online, and works as a psychotherapist in private practice.

*Sefaria*
Sefaria is a free online library of Jewish texts, commentaries, and their interconnections in Hebrew and translation. Follow your curiosity from Tanach to Talmud to Midrash and more.

Connect with Sefaria:
[Facebook](https://www.facebook.com/Sefaria) [Twitter](https://twitter.com/Sefaria) [Instagram](https://www.instagram.com/thesefaria) [Flickr](https://www.flickr.com/photos/thesefaria) [YouTube](https://www.youtube.com/thesefaria) [LinkedIn](https://www.linkedin.com/company/thesefaria)